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Project Portfolio Management is a term used to describe how project managers and business analysts organize, prioritize, and show the relationship between multiple active and proposed projects for their organizations. Sound portfolio management allows key business leaders to make informed
decisions about project priorities and provides a more focused project implementation process. Many organizations can move away from barely managed chaos by implementing simple portfolio management practices. Let's look at the different elements of the project portfolio management process. (For
the full process and to support the templates, check with the project's priorities organizer.) First, you need to create a template to send new requests for a project that will be considered part of the portfolio. Using the template ensures that all projects are evaluated from the same perspective and are
viewed with the same information in mind. Second, you want to capture all the projects in your portfolio in a simple list of projects. Ideally, the list is a priority for the Steering Committee and provides information on the scope of each project and the timing of its implementation. While the focus of this list will
be on active projects (i.e. projects your delivery team is currently working on), you also want to start lagging behind pending projects so that it's clear what will happen once resources are released to work on it. Third, you want to set a project priority process that will help you and your executive team
through reviewing new requests. This process is often managed through two primary meetings. You will meet regularly with the Steering Committee (a biweekly ideal for most organizations) to consider new project requests with key stakeholders and decide where they can be placed on your priority list.
You will regularly hold a project delivery team response meeting (a few days before the Steering Committee meeting) to enable your delivery team to provide an informative response, often including evaluation, to new project requests. Once the project portfolio management process is in place, your
organization will be able to provide projects more purposefully. And the organizational buy-and-out experience in you from the priority list of projects will help your work within each project more smoothly as well. The Project Priorities Organizer's Program Priorities Organizer contains all the templates and
processes needed to implement the project portfolio management process, as well as a guide to guide you through how to implement the process for the first time. here to learn more about the project's priority organizer Post Dialogue Display Update Post 9781133274773 10001 - catentry_id : 608692,
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Edition (Project Management Institute, 2013b) can help you better understand portfolio goals and the advantage in choosing the right one (s). When it comes to real life, you have to make sure that the leaders making the decisions are right. Tools may be needed to support them; and even if the
spreadsheet may be sufficient, experience has shown that the biggest advantage of portfolio management tools is the automatic calculation of portfolio components. With these objective calculations, there will come a lack of objectivity when it comes to selecting projects to run. This document aims to
show portfolio managers the added value of the Project and Portfolio Management (PPM) tool when determining the portfolio to be authorized. After reviewing some of the principles of portfolio management, I will give a high-level PPM presentation market and bring some ideas to help you answer one key
question: what is the best tool? The article concludes with a specific example of how one of PPM's leading programs helps define a portfolio using weighted rating and scoring techniques using a simple three-step approach. Introduction There is an interesting definition in the Standard for Portfolio
Management - Third Edition to help understand what the cost of portfolio management is. Where program and project managers focus on proper work, portfolio managers focus on doing the right job (PMI, 2013b, p.14). All the processes described in this paper can be applied to all portfolio components,
but to facilitate understanding, we will focus only on projects. The life cycle of a project from the idea of the project to its implementation can be depicted as: Exhibition 1: Life cycle projects. The life cycle of the project begins with demand management. This is where the projects are captured. At this stage
we could call them initiatives, opportunities, ideas or seat holders instead of projects, as they are not projects, as defined in the Project Management Guide (PMBOK® Guide) - Fifth Edition (PMI, 2013a, p.3); meaning the goal cannot be defined yet, or after our analysis, ideas can become a program or
operation activity. Having an inventory of these initiatives helps the portfolio manager provide better visibility for senior managers by providing detailed information such as a business case, resource assessment, strategic project alignment, and benefit analysis. Then the Portfolio Management process is
the selection of the right projects. This article will focus on portfolio management, but is not dedicated to presenting sixteen portfolio management processes as defined in the Standard for Portfolio Management - Third Edition (PMI, 2013b). The three statements summarize the definition of a portfolio:
Portfolio components are quantifiable, meaning they can be measured, ranked and prioritized. An organization can have more than one portfolio. Portfolio components are identified, evaluated, selected and evaluated. Portfolio analysis includes initiatives from both the demand management process and
current projects. The analysis is a complete overview of all projects, regardless of status and actions, such as whether to start, continue, kill, or postpone projects. Because the portfolio is alive, some new initiatives with higher strategic impact or priority may require that other projects be stopped or
postponed. It is around these elements that the PPM tool will bring the greatest added value, helping portfolio managers in project priorities, cost/benefit analysis, risk-taking and project selection. Let's see how to do it. Finally, project management techniques help ensure projects Delivered. The project is
then authorized and handed over to the project manager, who will plan it, manage resources (work, material and cost) and help ensure the success of the project by balancing project constraints (i.e. volume, quality, schedule, budget, resources and risks) and realizing planned business value. Identify your
portfolio in practice with the PPM Choice tool the best PPM tool There is a lot of documentation in the PPM market. To find potential suppliers, you can read some of the research companies' work on PPM tools. Companies such as Gartner, Inc., Forrester Research, Inc., Ygi Inc. and IDC Research, Inc.
offer market analysis and reviews to help you with a variety of tools, as well as identify market leaders, niche players or visionaries. There is also an interesting article on Wikipedia, Project Management Software Comparison (n.d.), that list no more than 158 different PPM tools. Evaluating and selecting a
portfolio management tool that suits your organization begins with defining your goals and scope. Experience has shown that the main reason for implementing the PPM tool for portfolio management activities is to have a source of information to date that better prioritizes portfolio components and makes
better use of resources such as work, material, or value. When choosing a PPM tool, you can also take into account the features the application offers: demand management, project management, programs, portfolios, planning, budgeting, resource and capacity management, and risks and challenges.
Like many other IT areas, delivery mode tends to switch to software-as-service (SaaS), as opposed to a more traditional model such as web applications or on the hosting premise. Running a request on offer (RFP) will help you choose a tool and integrator to run the project. Risks can be mitigated by
launching a pilot project on a limited number of users (or department/units) of your company. The essence is well defined by Dr. Miley W. (Lee) Merhofer in his blog article about PPM tools. The answer to the question :What is the best tool? does not have a single answer. The best tool depends on your
business, your needs and the maturity of your processes. Albert Einstein once said, Example is not another way of learning, it is the only way to learn. To emphasize the above principles, here's how one of the leading PPM software helps define your portfolio using weighted rating and scoring techniques
using a simple three-step approach. First of all, start with the inventory of portfolio components One of the first activities of portfolio definition is the inventory of portfolio components work). In the tool presented, demand management consists of identifying the property patterns of the input components of
the portfolio for these elements and create a business case. Properties that help define a project and prioritize may include costs, resource needs, or certain financial measures, such as Return on Investment (ROI) or Net Present Value (NPV). An interesting aspect of data collection using templates is the
ability to standardize and manage data collection. Another value-added PPM tool, compared to a simple list of projects, is the ability to determine project sequence or interdependence. This will help ensure that when authorizing a portfolio that the prerequisites are made in the right order. When collecting
data, it is also important to know for each component of the portfolio how it fits the strategic goal. In this tool, the functionality of the resource plan is used in the early stages of project initiation as a forecasting tool for evaluation. It is used to lay out any possible resources that may be needed. In this case,
the portfolio analysis will take into account the resources required (role or skillset) within the first version of the roadmap portfolio to highlight the deficit or surplus. Exhibition 2 shows an example of a resource plan for the project that requires four roles (architect, designer, developer and project manager)
over four weeks. Exhibition 2: Creating a Resource Plan. Then define the portfolio using the three-step approach in this tool, the definition of the portfolio, including the priority of the components and the choice, is done in three stages, as described in Exhibition 3 below: Exhibition 3: Analysis of the
portfolio of three stages of the process. The first step in portfolio analysis is to prioritize business drivers. The business driver must be S.M.A.R.T. (i.e. specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, and time-bound), unique, easy to understand, and should be a direct representation of the organization's
business objectives. It should belong to senior leaders. Most organizations must identify five to 12 drivers for each portfolio. The business driver is not affected by higher-level business goals. The Company states, for example, a five-year plan with related goals, such as an increase in gross profit (gross
profit is the difference between net sales and the value of goods sold). They aim to increase by 50% within five years (this is a business goal). To do this, they identify the following drivers: Increasing the selling price of our key products (achieving the premium segment) Increase in sales through sales in
new markets Reducing the value of goods (finding lower price suppliers) In this tool portfolio managers have the opportunity to determine for each driver, the owner of the company's department. This is used for filtration purposes. Because some departments may have different priorities than other
departments, be fun to use this this Once you've identified, business drivers should be a priority. There are, within such a tool, two ways of prioritizing business drivers: a calculated method where automatic comparison of each driver's pair generates relative priority estimates AND a manual method where
users specify priority values for each driver directly calculated method is usually recommended when the company is not sure which method is most appropriate or wants drivers to be compared to the same weight of importance. Sometimes the manual method is used if a company already has a priority
list for its business drivers, such as extracted from another tool in the organization. You can use the analytical hierarchy (or AHP) process to weigh drivers and prioritize. Its principle is to first decompose decision-making problems into a hierarchy of more easily understood sub-trials, each of which can be
independently analyzed. There are seven levels of comparison: This is extremely important than it is more important than it is more important than it is less important than much less important than it is extremely less important than using this method, drivers are compared two by two. As shown in Exhibit
4, Driver A: Increasing the selling price of our key products (achieving the premium segment) is compared to Driver B: Reducing the cost of goods (finding lower price suppliers). Exhibition 4: The Analytical Process of Hierarchy. At the end of the exercise, business drivers will be prioritized (using interest)
and the consistency ratio will be calculated. The consistency ratio algorithm considers the choice of the matrix in pairs to confirm the consistency levels. Basically, if you establish that Driver A is more important than Driver B, which is more important than Driver C, and then identify Driver C as less
important than Driver A, this is a discrepancy. As best practice, most organizations should strive for a consistency ratio of 80% or higher. If the ratio is below 80%, your priorities should be revised and you can correct any errors, maybe the drivers are not aligned or poorly defined and can lead to
misunderstandings). Such implementation of the definition and prioritization of business drivers can only be successful if consensus is reached. Multiple meetings may be required and you might expect some policies. The second phase of portfolio analysis consists of aligning portfolio components and
business drivers. The goal is to assess the impact of each project on each business driver. The statement on the impact of the business driver (rating as: no rating, no, low, moderate, strong and extreme), is determined when creating a business driver. For example, for a driver like revenue of the
Bamsolcare product line, the low impact may be to increase revenue from US$10,000 to US$50,000, where the extreme extreme could be to increase revenue by more than US$500,000. It is important that the criteria are measurable (number, number, speed of evolution, etc.). Exhibition 5 details this
example: Exhibition 5: Statements about the Impact of the Project. The final step is to analyze the portfolio Analysis portfolio itself divided into four phases, as shown in Exhibition 6: Exhibition 6: Creating Portfolio Analysis in Four Phases. The portfolio manager begins by determining the scope of portfolio
analysis, including the planning horizon (you can analyze different periods, from months to several years). As for drivers, the analysis may belong to the department or the entire organization. The priority type is used to calculate priorities. You can choose one of the automatic calculations based on driver
priorities as defined above, or you can choose one of the project properties for a simple rating (for example, if you have a ROI calculated as part of the project definition, this can be used to determine the project's priority). Project priorities are calculated and revised using the business driver/project matrix
(a summary of previous steps). The application then calculates the priority of each project in the portfolio (using interest). When you see the result of prioritizing a project, you may have some surprises. At this stage you can change the weight, but it is recommended to adhere to the proposed priority,
which is objective. The first axis of portfolio analysis is value. A baseline is set. It contains all portfolio projects and displays the total value of the portfolio, which corresponds to 100% of the strategic value. Projects are listed with their priority, estimated cost, status, and the type of portfolio component (or
project type) defined in demand management templates. A portfolio manager can now create what if scenarios. The first example would be to limit available budget funds at the full value of the portfolio. In this case, less priority projects leave the choice until the total cost goes beyond a certain limit. A new
strategic value is calculated (below). Some projects may be mandatory (e.g. regulatory, compliance, or sustainability projects). In this case, the portfolio manager can manually turn them on. On the contrary, another set of projects can be removed to adhere to the cost limit. Forcing or forcing a project to
do nothing more than override the application proposal. Of course, a force-a-project does not mean that the project should be done right now. Exhibit 7: Scenarios What if. This tool also sets an effective milestone. An effective frontier is a concept defined by Nobel laureate Harry Markowitz in an article
1952 under the title Portfolio Choice (Markowitz, 1952). He said that the optimal portfolio portfolio the one that provides the best return for a given level of risk or investment. Applied to our portfolio analysis, Efficient Frontier is presented as a curve where strategic value (percentage) is built against the
value of the portfolio. Exhibition 8 shows the concept of an effective boundary. Several what if scenarios to simulate different cost constraints are saved by a portfolio manager. In this example, four scenarios were created: a baseline with all selected projects and no cost limits. A cost of $600,000, but with
an automatic (made tool) project choice. A cost of $300,000, but with an automatic (made tool) project choice. And the last scenario with cost limits of $300,000 and projects hand-picked (poorly selected, in fact). Exhibition 8: Effective Frontier. We see that three scenarios are built on an effective boundary
curve: Basic, 600,000 U.S. dollars and 300,000 U.S. dollars, which means that at this cost, each scenario brings maximum strategic value. These portfolios are optimal. In contrast, the $300,000 scenario is limited to built below the effective boundary. This scenario does not maximize the strategic value for
this cost limitation. This portfolio is not optimal. The latest report is a strategic alignment chart. To understand how this works, the application first calculates the total percentage of portfolio value allocated to a particular driver (a simple rule of three). This is then compared to the initial percentage of the



driver's priorities. By analyzing this, you can estimate which driver brings the most value with the lowest value. Show 9: Strategic leveling of the chart bar. The second axis of portfolio analysis is a resource (mostly working resources). Some projects may be excluded from the first version of the portfolio
due to limited availability of resources. The first report shows a list of portfolio projects on the Gantt chart; this is a version of the roadmap portfolio. A portfolio manager can display a resource analysis report that presents the details of the requirement. Each project is specified and details their needs in
terms of resources divided into skills or roles (e.g. project manager, developer, designer, etc.). The lack of resources can be emphasized. A deficit and surplus report, as shown in Exhibition 10, can appear in the calendar view and thus shows where additional or missing resources may be, comparing the
availability of resources to the resources requested. Exhibition 10: Deficit and surplus report. Continuing the analysis of what ifs, the portfolio manager has the ability to simulate the hiring of resources. The app can easily calculate whether replacing projects in the portfolio and from the portfolio is strategic
value. Adding this option, another other The Resource Report will show the requested work (start/end date) per project and resource role, as well as the estimated cost of these additional resources (based on their profile). Exhibition 11: Hired Resource Analysis. All these are what-if scenarios can be
compared. The Compare Portfolio Choice report, as shown in Exhibition 12, highlights each of the differences in scenarios to help the decision-making process. This report highlights projects that are part of the portfolio scenario, summarizing their status if they are resourced/under-resourced, or forced in
or out. To maximize business value, the portfolio roadmap is updated (moving a project can compensate for over-allocation of resources and then allow you to run it). Exhibition 12: Compare the portfolio selection report. In the best-case scenario, the portfolio is an author. The script is perfect, which can
trigger a workflow for the application, depending on your management. As best practice, it is recommended that you create many portfolios and what if scenarios (based on risks, costs, etc.) to simulate different options. Each of them can be saved and compared later. In addition, portfolio managers may
submit a portfolio that may represent work that will be completed in the coming period; this once again can bring the opportunity to compare this portfolio with several options to help in decision making. The final words portfolio management helps ensure the right projects (those that bring the greatest
business value, balanced by limitations such as cost and resources), are the ones selected and run. PPM tools bring added value to companies. It becomes the source of all existing initiatives, classified and detailed, following your own individual management model. It provides visibility not only to senior
managers, but also to resource managers and project managers. These tools make it easier to make decisions effectively through algorithms that prioritize human resources, costs, and risk management. Finally, it helps to ensure, through an effective portfolio analysis process, that the organization
benefits the best from its costs. As a takeaway, the PPM tool can bring the missing objectivity when choosing which projects to run. My friend always says: The goal is to objectify the subjective. The project rating from 1 to 10 is too subjective. Check this theory, collect a list of 10 projects and ask the
sponsor or customer of each project to prioritize. Everything will end up being a priority and you will have to deliver too many projects, or the most powerful person will decide for others. When prioritizing it is important to understand that the portfolio is alive and priorities are constantly changing. It may
also happen that the project is no longer worth doing and should be killed. Killed. priority will be objective, but should not be discussed. That's why managers need to take responsibility for the portfolio. They have the right to decide what is important on the basis of a particular strategy. Markowitz, H.
(1952). Choosing a portfolio. Financial magazine. 7, 77-91. (2013a). Knowledge Authority Project Management (PMBOK® Guide) - Fifth edition. Newtown Square, Pennsylvania: Author.Project Management Institute. (2013b). Newtown Square, Pa.: Author.This material was reproduced with the
permission of the rights holder. Unauthorized reproduction of this material is strictly prohibited For permission to reproduce this material, please contact PMI or any listed author.© 2015, Jeremy Cottino, PMP Originally published as 2015 PMI Global Congress Proceedings - London, UK new perspectives
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